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SUMMARY

The complete genome sequence of leek yellow stripe
virus (LYSV) isolate AC-50 from garlic in India was determined and the predicted amino acid (aa) sequence was
analyzed. The LYSV RNA genome is 10,131 nucleotides
(nt) long excluding the poly(A) tail (KP168261) and has a
large open reading frame (ORF) encoding a putative polyprotein of 3152 aa with conserved motifs typical of members of the genus Potyvirus in the family Potyviridae. The
pretty interesting Potyviridae ORF (PIPO) coding region
was identified in the P3 coding region. LYSV isolate AC-50
shares maximum nt and aa sequence identity of 79.9% and
87.2% with a LYSV isolate from Australia (HQ258895) at
the full genome and polyprotein level, respectively, and
clusters with clade II isolates from China, Mexico, Australia, Brazil and Spain. The P1 coding region of isolate
AC-50 was highly variable with an identity range of 48.970.9% with other LYSV isolates and a deletion of 204 nt
compared to Japanese and Australian isolates. The ratio of
nonsynonymous (dN) and synonymous (dS) polymorphic
sites suggested that purifying selection dominates in the
evolution of LYSV and the mean dN/dS ratio was highest
for P1, confirming that this coding region is under less
evolutionary constraints.
Keywords: Leek yellow stripe virus, sequence analysis,
PIPO, P1 gene, variability, purifying selection.

Garlic (Allium sativum L.), an economically important
horticultural crop, is grown around the world for its medicinal and culinary properties (Keusgen, 2002). Garlic
stocks worldwide are infected with a number of viruses
often designated as ‘garlic viral complex’. Fourteen viruses
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belonging to five different taxa are identified to be associated with garlic worldwide, including eight allexiviruses,
two potyviruses, two carlaviruses, one fijivirus and one tospovirus (Nam et al., 2015; Katis et al., 2012; Gawande et
al., 2010; Conci et al., 2003). In India seven viruses belonging to four different taxonomic groups have been reported
in garlic, include garlic virus X (GarV-X) and garlic virus
A (GarV-A) from the genus Allexivirus; onion yellow dwarf
virus (OYDV) and leek yellow stripe virus (LYSV) from the
genus Potyvirus; garlic common latent virus (GarCLV) and
shallot latent virus (SLV) from the genus Carlavirus; and iris
yellow spot virus (IYSV) from the genus Tospovirus, respectively (Baranwal et al., 2011; Gawande et al., 2015; Gupta et
al., 2013; Majumder and Baranwal, 2014; Gawande et al.,
2010). Among these viruses, LYSV is economically important and has flexuous and filamentous particles containing
a single-stranded, positive sense RNA genome. LYSV is
perpetuated by asexual propagation of garlic (Parrano et al.,
2012) and is transmitted by aphids. The garlic virus complex can reduce garlic bulb weight by nearly three quarters
and LYSV alone can result in approximately one-quarter
reduction in bulb weight (Lunello et al., 2007).
LYSV was first reported in leek by Bos et al. (1978) and
in garlic by Walkey et al. (1987). In India, it was reported
for the first time in 2013 from garlic cultivar AC-50 (Gupta
et al., 2013). In the present study, we report on the complete genome sequence of LYSV isolate AC-50 from garlic
in India and its molecular characteristics.
Light yellow stripes on the leaves and stunting were observed in 21 garlic cultivars in experimental fields of ICARIndian Agricultural Research Institute (ICAR-IARI) in
New Delhi. Leaf samples of each of the symptomatic garlic cultivars were collected and tested for LYSV in double
antibody sandwich ELISA (DAS-ELISA) and for OYDV
in direct antigen coating ELISA (DAC-ELISA) using virus specific antibodies (Bioreba, Switzerland). DAS-ELISA
showed four (AC-50, PGS-14, G-282 and JG-03-263) out
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the genomic organization of LYSV isolate AC-50. The 5’ and 3’ nontranslated regions (NTR)
are represented by lines and the large open reading frame (ORF) is depicted by an open box. The numbers below the diagram
indicate the starting position (nt) predicted for each gene. The putative cleavage sites in the polyprotein are indicated above the
genome. The putative protein PIPO is indicated by the small box above the main reading frame.

of the 21 garlic cultivars positive for LYSV and all of them
positive for OYDV. Immunosorbent electron microscopy
of DAS-ELISA-positive samples with antibody coating of
fresh leaf samples was done to observe flexuous filamentous
particles. A LYSV isolate originating from garlic accession
AC-50 was selected for cloning and sequencing of the fulllength viral genome using total RNA extracted from LYSVinfected leaves using an RNeasy Plant Mini kit (Qiagen,
Germany) (Gupta et al., 2013). The cDNA was synthesized
using MuMLV reverse transcriptase (Takara, Japan) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The viral cDNA
was amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with
nine primer pairs designed throughout the LYSV genome
sequence (Supplementary Table 1). PCR reactions were
performed using upstream and downstream primers with
a total of 5 μl of 10× PCR buffer including MgCl 2 (NEB),
1 μl of each primer (20 pmol/μl), 2.5 μl of 10 mM dNTPs
(2.5 mM each), 0.5 μl Taq DNA polymerase (5 U/μl), and
5 μl of cDNA in a 50 μl final volume reaction. The amplification used the following thermocycling conditions: 35
cycles of 30 s at 94°C, 45 s at 58-60°C (Supplementary Table 1), 1 min at 72°C followed by a final extension of 10 min
at 72°C. The amplified fragments were cloned into pGEMT and three clones of each segment were bi-directionally
sequenced (Xcelris Genomics, India). The consensus sequences obtained for each fragment were assembled using
CLUSTAL X. The genome sequence was determined from
nine overlapping cDNA clones. 5’ and 3’ RACE was done
to amplify the 5’ and 3’ untranslated region of the LYSV
genome using ROCHE kit (Life Science Custom Biotech,
United States) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
The complete genome of LYSV isolate AC-50 consisted
of 10,131 nucleotides (nt), excluding the 3’ terminal poly(A)
tail (GenBank accession No. KP168261). The AUG codon
located at nt position 79-81 is likely to be the translation
initiation codon, since it was in a context (AATAUGGCT)
that is similar to the context of the initiation codon of
other isolates of LYSV. The genome consists of a single
large open reading frame (ORF) of 9456 nt starting at position 79 and terminating with UGA at position 9535-9537,
followed by a 3’ untranslated region (UTR) of 594 nt. The
ORF potentially encodes a polyprotein of 3152 aa with
an estimated molecular weight of 357.64 kDa (http://web.
expasy.org/compute_pi/). As predicted by Adams et al.

(2005), nine putative protease cleavage sites were identified which give rise to the following ten putative mature
proteins (Fig. 1): P1, HC-Pro, P3, 6K1, CI (cylindrical inclusion), 6K2, VPg (viral protein genome linked), NIa-Pro
(nuclear inclusion a – proteinase), Nib (nuclear inclusion b)
and CP (coat protein). Conserved motifs in each of these
proteins were identified, including 271H-8X-D-33X-S314
and 335F-V-V-R-G339 in the P1 protein, 412K-I-T-C415
and 670P-T-K672 in HC-Pro (for aphid transmission),
1314G(X)2GXGKST1322 and 1403D-E-C-H1406 in the
CI (for helicase function) protein, 2155HX34-DX67GXCGX14H2276 in NIa, 1943G-D-D1945 (for replicase activity) and 2596CDADGS2601 in the Nib, and 2870DAG2872
in CP protein (for aphid transmission) (Shukla et al., 1994;
Koonin, 1991; Kadare and Haenni, 1997; Atreya et al.,
1995; Urcuqui-Inchima et al., 2001; Pirone and Blanc,
1996). The recently described ORF coding the putative
protein PIPO (Chung et al., 2008) was identified within
the P3 region encoded in a + 2 reading frame starting from
a G1A7 motif at nt 3022 and ending with a UGA termination codon at nts 3192-3194. The predicted protein is
56 aa long without the P3 N-fused region and shares a
high degree of sequence identity with the PIPO protein
of a LYSV isolate from Spain (JX429965). The highly conserved potybox ‘b’ (UCAAGCA) exists in the 5’-UTR but
the potybox ‘a’ (AUAACAU) was not found in the genomic
sequence of LYSV isolate AC-50.
Comparative sequence analyses revealed that LYSV
isolate AC-50 shared 73.9-79.9% and 79.1-87.2% sequence identities at the nt and aa levels, respectively,
with other LYSV isolates. The highest sequence identity
of 79.9 and 87.2% at the nt and aa levels was with a
LYSV isolate from Australia (HQ258895). Highest CP
sequence identity at the nt and aa levels was 86.8% and
82.1% with isolates from Australia (HQ258895) and
China (AJ307057), respectively. The P1 coding region
of LYSV isolate AC-50 showed maximum 70.9% and
62.9% identity at nt and aa level, respectively, with an
isolate from China (AJ307057). Like for other potyviruses, the 5’UTR and P1 regions of the LYSV genome
are highly variable, and 22.5-74.4% and 42.7-62.9% sequence identities were observed at the nt and aa levels, respectively. The CI and NIa-Pro regions were the
most conserved with 93.3-96.6% and 88-95.4% sequence
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Table 1. Characteristics of the polyprotein of LYSV isolate AC-50 and its predicted cleavage products.
Untranslated regions and functional
regions of polyprotein
5’UTR
P1
HC-Pro
P3
6K1
CI
6K2
VPg
NIa-Pro
NIB
CP
3’UTR

Size (nt)

Amino
acids

Predicted
cleavage site

1-78 (78)
79-1164 (1086)
1165-2532 (1368)
2533-3609 (1077)
3610-3765 (156)
3766-5670 (1905)
5671-5829 (159)
5830-6405 (576)
6406-7131 (726)
7132-8670 (1539)
8671-9534 (864)
9538-10131 (594)

-362
456
359
52
635
53
192
242
513
288
--

LEYF/S
YHVG/G
MEFQ/A
MLHQ/S
MMFQ/S
MEYQ/G
FEFE/G
WEFQ/S
FEYQ/A
---

A

% sequence identity with isolates from 11 available LYSV
sequence from NCBI (nt and aa)
22.5-74.4 (-)
48.9-70.9 (42.7-62.9)
75.5-78.6 (82-84.6)
70.1-79.6 (64.3-83.5)
75.6-83.9 (90.3-100)
79.6-83.2 (93.3-96.6)
71.6-83.6 (73.5-92.4)
74.3-80.5 (80.2-90.1)
76.8-82.2 (88-95.4)
78.5-81.6 (87.5-92.5)
78.0-82.1 (81.6-86.8)
77.3-90.1 (-)

B

Fig. 2. Phylogenetic analysis of LYSV isolates in the full-length genome sequence (A) and in the 5’UTR-P1 region (B) using the
Neighbour-Joining algorithm. The evolutionary distances were computed using p-distance method with 1000 bootstrap replicates. Only > 50 % bootstrap values are shown here. The scale bar indicates the number of substitutions per site. Onion yellow
dwarf virus (OYDV) was used as an outgroup.

identity at the aa level, respectively. The 3’UTR and other functional regions of the polyprotein of LYSV had
70-93% sequence identity at both the nt and aa levels
when compared with other LYSV isolates (Table 1).
Alignment of the full-length sequence of 12 LYSV
isolates including isolate AC-50 was performed using the
Muscle programme included in the MEGA6 (http://www.
megasoftware.net/) software package (Tamura et al., 2013).
The evolutionary distances were computed using the p-distance method with 1000 bootstrap replications. Phylogenetic analysis showed that LYSV isolate AC-50 groups with
isolates from Australia (HQ258895), Spain (JX429965),
Mexico (KF597283), Brazil (KP258216) and China
(AJ307057), whereas two Australian isolates (JX429967 and
JQ899450), one Argentinian isolate (KF507285) and three

Japanese isolates (AB194621, AB194622 and AB194623)
formed a separate clade (Fig. 2A). Phylogenetic analysis also
confirmed that the LYSV 5’UTR-P1 nt sequences from garlic formed two main groups, the N-type (including isolates
from Northern Japan and some from Uruguay and Australia) and the S-type (including isolate AC-50 from India
and isolates from Southern Japan, China, Korea and other
Australian isolates) (Bampi et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2001;
Takaki et al., 2005; Yoshida et al., 2012) (Fig. 2B). In addition, phylogenetic analysis of the CP coding region of all
LYSV isolates also divided the LYSV in two major groups
(Supplementary Fig. 1).
Split decomposition analysis of LYSV sequences was
also performed using SplitsTree v4.14.2 with default parameters (Huson and Bryant, 2006) to suggest the evolutionary
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Fig. 3. Phylogenetic network of the full-length genome sequence of 12 LYSV isolates constructed by split-decomposition analysis.

history of LYSV isolates. Split divided the LYSV full genome sequences into two major broad groups with isolate
AC-50 more closely related to Chinese isolate (AJ307057)
(Fig. 3).
The rates of synonymous (dS) and non-synonymous
(dN) substitutions per site were estimated from codon
aligned gene wise nucleotide sequences in the recombination-aware algorithm for single likelihood ancestor counting (SLAC), using the HKY85 nucleotide substitution bias
model at p value of 0.2 in Datamonkey webserver (http://
www.datamonkey.org/) (Delport et al., 2010). Gene-wise
datasets of all 12 LYSV full genomes were analyzed for
substitution rates. Mean values of dN/dS for all the genes
were calculated for all the data sets separately and the tree
constructed by Datamonkey software for each of the coding region was used to compute gene-specific mean dN/dS
(Supplementary Table 2). The overall values of < 1 indicated
that all the LYSV genes are under purifying selection in
LYSV (Supplementary Table 2). The mean dN/dS ratios
were higher for P1 (0.49), CP (0.19) and P3 (0.16) and lower in 6K1 (0.03) and CI (0.03) genes. The results indicated
that the selection pressure on P1, CP and P3 was higher
compared to other coding regions of the LYSV genome.
The higher selection pressure on P1 might provide an evolutionary force for host adaptation (Valli et al., 2008).
The study provided insights into the relatedness of
LYSV isolate AC-50 from garlic in India with other LYSV
isolates from other countries and on the evolutionary
forces driving genetic diversity. It is anticipated that the

information generated in this study will help design molecular detection techniques for the identification of infected
garlic plants and their quick removal for the production
of healthy garlic plants.
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